A new event from Communications Day and Communications Alliance with IOTAA

IoT Australia SUMMIT
Wednesday, November 8 2017

IOT AUSTRALIA SUMMIT is the new one day conference on
all things Internet of Things.
The summit has two objectives:
• To showcase network and service solutions from telcos
who are servicing the needs and requirements of Internet
of Things users.
• To identify the use cases for the Internet of Things across
significant industry verticals in the Australian economy .
Our one day summit will feature keynotes from the assistant minister for cities, Angus Taylor (invited) as well as
peak officials from the Internet of Things Alliance Australia
and Communications Alliance.
Much of the event will be made up of panel sessions
employing a free flow exchange of ideas and opportunities
for audience participation.

Kirribilli Club, North Sydney

PANEL SESSIONS include:

 TELCOS AND IoT: Investment

With over 330 member organisations, and over 550 individual participants across seven
workstreams the IOTAA is the peak body representing IoT in Australia. We see a thriving future for Australia and the world by connecting data, devices, people, processes and things to
the internet to create unparalleled opportunities.

and partner strategies, what
vendors are doing
• IoT NETWORK SOLUTIONS:
LTE-M, NBIoT, LoRa and Sigfox
• IoT’s IMPACT ON THE TELCO
BUSINESS MODEL: How the
markets view IOT
 IoT AND THE HEALTH SECTOR:
E-health, remote monitoring
and mobile solutions
 IoT IN CITIES: Connected
transport, interop, sensors,
beacons and smart buildings
• TRANSFORMING VERTICAL
INDUSTRIES THROUGH IoT:
Factories: the path ahead, Ultra
low power wireless, supply chain
management & logistics and
smart farming.

SPONSORSHIP:

SPEAKERS include:

ABOUT COMMUNICATIONS ALLIANCE

Formed to provide a unified voice for the Australian communications industry and to lead it
into the next generation of converging networks, technologies and services. Communications Alliance offers a forum for the industry to make coherent and constructive contributions to policy development and debate. By providing leadership on new trends and directions, Communications Alliance fulfils a vital unifying role on behalf of the industry and its
members, particularly in areas of competition, innovation and industry development.

ABOUT COMMSDAY

Established in 1994, Communications Day is the authoritative source for commercial, regulatory, political and technology news and analysis for telecommunications in Australia and
New Zealand. Delivered every working day to a reader base of C-level executives, regulators,
politicians and their staff, CommsDay provides essential business intelligence and a key
competitive advantage for anyone working in the ANZ telecoms sector.

ABOUT IOTAA

CommsDay and Comms Alliance are offering a
small number of exclusive opportunities to
sponsor IOT Australia Summit.
This represents the best opportunity to reach
a wide audience of the key influencers who are
building networks serving the needs of IoT
applications as well as those who are developing
those same use cases.
To find out more about the opportunities to
sponsor this event, please email Veronica Kennedy-Good of Mindshare at:
veronica@mindsharevents.com.au












ROBERT BOSCH AUSTRALIA &
IOTAA’S Gavin Smith
COMMUNICATION ALLIANCE’S
John Stanton
AT&T’s Martin Creighan
TELSTRA’s Andrew Scott
OPTUS’ Allan Burdekin
NNN CO’s Rob Zagarella
THINXTRA’s Loic Barancourt
KPMG’s Piers Hogarth-Scott
MESHED’s Catherine C-McManus
HUAWEI’s Malcolm Shore

REGISTRATION OPENS LATER THIS WEEK:

IOT Australia Summit is offering a 20% discount to all members of Communications Alliance and IOTAA as
well as subscribers of CommsDay. Regular price $497+GST. SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE $397 +GST
INQUIRIES ABOUT SPEAKERS, PROGRAM: Grahame Lynch at grahamelynch@commsdaymail.com

A new event from Communications Day

Monday, November 13, 2017

Kirribilli Club, North Sydney, NSW, Australia

Global Broadband Futures is an important new one-day
event in Sydney with a difference: it brings together the
best carrier technologists and executives from around the
world to meet with their Antipodean counterparts.
Access network executives from major American, European and regional operators will share their perspectives
on the challenges and opportunities they face in rolling out
next generation broadband networks.
Australian telecom firms such as NBN and other competitors in the fixed access space as well as 4G wireless operators will also do the same.
Technology vendors are also being invited to share both
their real world learnings and what’s on the bench in the
laboratories and standards bodies.
Our event mission is based broadly on the international
example provided by that of Broadband World Forum
where leading subject experts can gather in a respectful
forum for knowledge sharing.
This event is for you, if you are:
• retailing or wholesaling broadband services
• involved in public policy making or market analysis
• a network operator, manager or supplier
ABOUT COMMSDAY

Established in 1994, Communications Day is the authoritative source for commercial, regulatory, political and technology news and analysis for telecommunications in Australia and
New Zealand. Delivered every working day to a reader base of C-level executives, regulators,
politicians and their staff, CommsDay provides essential business intelligence and a key
competitive advantage for anyone working in the ANZ telecoms sector.

TOPICS covered:

 The rise of G.Fast and FTTC

What are their best deployment
scenarios? How are leading
operators implementing and
marketing services today?
 DOCSIS 3.1
How cable is beating telcos OS in
the broadband wars. The HFC
upgrade path
 FTTP and FTTB
How are telcos monetising fibre
investments in greenfields? In
multi-dwelling buildings?
 FTTN AND THE FUTURE
Everything you need to know
about 17a, vectoring, future
upgrade paths and the global
perspective on FTTN
 LTE & FIXED WIRELESS
How fixed wireless and mobile
substitutes are doing more of
the heavy lifting for broadband
demand worldwide
 BUSINESS MODELS
How telcos justify BB investment
and raise a ’genuine’
willingness to pay case

SPONSORSHIP:

Global Broadband Futures represents an elite gathering of local,
regional and international broadband industry experts who inform,
advise and specify billion dollar investments in next generation
broadband. It is the only event of this type in the Southern Hemisphere this year. To find out more about the opportunities to sponsor, please email Veronica Kennedy-Good of Mindshare at:
veronica@mindsharevents.com.au

CALL FOR PANELLISTS

CommsDay is approaching many participants in the broadband industry to share their expertise at this event. If you think your corporate or professional expertise is suited to one or more of the
listed topics please get in touch with Grahame Lynch at:
grahamelynch@commsdaymail.com

REGISTRATION OPENS LATER THIS WEEK:

Global Broadband Futures is offering a 40% discount to all readers of CommsDay.
Regular price $497+GST. SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE $297 +GST

